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o celebrate 225 years of Lancaster newspapers, we present this week-
ly series of 52 front pages from throughout our history. Many feature 
events that would shape the course of world history. Some feature 
events of great local importance. Still others simply provide windows 
into the long-ago lives of Lancaster County residents. Make sure to 
check in every week, and enjoy this trip through time with LNP.
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From 1981 to the very early morning of 
Aug. 31, 1997, Diana, Princess of Wales, 
was one of the most notable public 
figures in the world. 

Born Diana Spencer on July 1, 1961, she would 
meet her future husband, Charles, Prince of 
Wales, at a family gathering when she was 
16. He was 29. After a short engagement the 
couple was married July 29, 1981, at what was 
billed “the wedding of the century.” Before 
the wedding, Diana had been working as a 
kindergarten assistant. That makes her one of 
only a few royals to have earned a paycheck 
outside the confines of the monarchy.
Ten years, two children and a handful of 
cheating scandals later, Charles and Diana’s 
marriage ended in 1995, with an official 
decree from Queen Elizabeth II. However, 
Diana’s public life never slowed, especially 
her charity work. From the beginning of her 
royal life, much of Diana’s time was taken up 

with causes. She helped break the stigma of 
interacting with HIV/AIDS patients, worked 
with landmine survivors in the 1990s and was 
involved with leprosy and cancer research.

Diana’s struggles with the paparazzi were well 
documented. Four years before her death, 
Diana filed a criminal complaint against Mirror 
Group Newspapers for photographing her in 
the middle of a workout at L.A. Fitness and 
selling the photos to news agencies around the 
world. Days before her death, Diana had been 
vacationing on a yacht in the Mediterranean 
Sea with Dodi Fayed, son of Egyptian 
billionaire Mohamed Al-Fayed. The duo arrived 
in Paris, intending to stay a night en route to 
London. Because of dozens of photographers 
outside their hotel, Diana, Fayed and Henri 
Paul, driver and head of security, left through a 
back entrance as a decoy vehicle took off from 
the front. Just after midnight, Paul lost control 
of the vehicle at the entrance to the Pont de 

l’Alma tunnel and smashed into a wall before 
colliding into a pillar.

Following closely behind the car were 
photographers on motorcycles, some of 
which helped with the wreckage, while others 
continued taking pictures. In the weeks that 
followed, much of the blame for the crash 
was placed on the paparazzi. However, the 
toxicology report later revealed that Paul had 
drugs in his system at the time of the wreck.

Diana’s funeral was met with record public 
mourning, the likes of which haven’t been seen 
since for a single person. More than 3 million 
people gathered to see Diana at Westminster 
Abbey, with another 2.5 billion watching on 
television, approximately 43% of the world’s 
population. Fifteen years later, Diana’s firstborn 
son, William, would propose to his bride, 
Catherine Middleton, with the same 18-karat, 
white-gold engagement ring that his father 
had given to Diana.
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